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-• The available data related to the mantle/planetosphere 
• of • Mars and Venus are reviewed. It is shown that them 
signific•t s•adties in these regions at the two planets. These 

a transition re.on • the magnetosheath and the iono~ 
dominated by heavy, p!ane• ions; 2) a transition region in 
the electron popO 'don is different from both the shocked 
wi• .and tl• •ecnxm ones; 3) a magnetic signature near 

tramition bound• • 4) the preserc. e of low frequency 
.• waves witNn the transition re,on. 

The plam•a environment of Venus is the best explored and 
.ardemtood one in our solar system except for that of the earth. On 

.•the other hand we know very little alx>ut the correspo•ing regions 
,of o•r .other sister phnet Mars. The very recent measurements by a 
v.ar'• of'mstmmem packages, carried aboard the Phobos 2 space- 
cm•, ,which were dedicated to the study of the field and particle 
• ,.• of Mars, added si•ficanfly to our body of 
•, but we are • left with major gaps and uncertainties. One of 
..the, •mme •'mg and/or controversial set of observations obtained 
by tl• • 2 '••ents, is re• to the magnetopause/ 

.• •topmme and the region inside of •s bo•ary. M this brief 
.me we . •.mmra • the inform•on we have available on • region 
: :frmn • 2 and •er missions m Mars, present our limited 

data tmse on the ramfie around Venus and d:mcuss the known 

sim'•ties .and diffe• of these re$ons. 

The Magne••l•tosphe•anfle of Mars 
':P•e-.• Information: The Soviet Mars 2, 3 and 5 spacecraft did 
?• a mageemeter, a narrow m'tg!e plasma •meter and a 
•40e angle Faraday cup [Dolginov et al., 1976; Vaisberg et 
1:976a]. • i•nmments did •e measurements inside the 
•an bow • although they never got closer than 1 !00 km 
from • • .surface. • measurements established the presence of a 
bmedar• layer, called a m 'agnetopause [Grtngauz, 19811, which 
was •• by a relatively •owly moving, cold plasma of 
.m ',•y •mry .origin. It was estimated that -the major constituent 
af ;'a•e .• was O +, with •e heavier ions also present 
[V' :•g et al., !976a]. The •ckness of this botmdary layer was 
•.a• to be 'about 350 km on the dayside, 500 km at the 
ena/'••r and 3 RM do,,stxeam. 7'his bouxdary layer was said to 
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be analogous to the terrestrial manfie. The magnetometer measure- 
ments [Dolginov, 19761 indicated that the magnetic field is turbulem 
in the magnetosheath, but becomes more regular closer to the 
platlet. 
Pho. b0s 2 Results: The Phobos 2 instruments, which made 
observations of the plasma environment of Mars, during the elliptic 
orbit phase of the mission, were ASPERA [Lundin eta!., 1989], 
HARP [Shutte et al., 1989], TAUS [Rosenbauer et al., I989], 
FGMM and 1VLa, GMA [Riedler et al., !989] and PWS [Grard et al., 
1989]. The first three made measurements of the plasma character- 
istics of the region, the next two measured the magnetic field and 
the last one rodled the wave activity. We will limit this brief 
discussion to data from the first orbit, but the basic characteristics 

observed durSng tie four relevant elliptic orbits were the same. 
Figure la sho• the total magnetic field data from MAGMA 
[Riedler et cd. 1989]. The proton and O + ion meawarements ob- 
tained by ASPERA [Lundin et al. 1989] are presemed in Figure lb, 
and the electron energy • measured by the HARP [Shutte et 
a/., 1989], am shown in Figure !c. The wave spectra from the 
PWS [Grard eta/., I989] is shown in Figure 1 of tie accompa- 
nying paper by Sagdeev et al. [19901. 

The crossing of the bow shock by the spacecraft can be seen 
clearly in all tie data at approximately 18:25 U.T. This corre- 
sponds m a radial distance of approximately 5000 km from the 
center of the planet, very close (less than 10 degrees) to the Sun- 
Mars line. Though the Rankin-Hugoniot relations have not been 
checked yet, there is a consensus that this boundary was the bow 
shock. 

After the sp.acecra• crossed this bow shock it e•red a region 
dominated by solar wind plasma; • flux of cold heavy ions 
increased as the spacecraft continued its approach toward the planet. 
About ten to twenty minutes later, •etimes between 18:35 and 
18:45 U.T., at a radial distance of about 4300 km from the center of 

the planet, the spacecraft crossed the next plasma boundary. There 
is no agreement yet at this time on the •mmre and the exact location 
of this boundary among the different instrument groups, who have 
used various criteria and terminology in defining and referring to 
this boundary. The magnetometer identif•d a boundary at 18:37 
U.T.,-Vhich they called the planetopause, at which time a sudden 
drop in the turbulent nature of the magnetic field took place. At 
18:49 a rotational •scominuity was o•rved by tie magnetometer 
[D. MohLmann, private communication]; this boundary was called 
the magne .topause by the experimenters. Both the ASPERA and 
TAUS 'msma'nents noted a •ifion to. a region dominated by 
heavy, p•resumaNy plane:tary ions during • .'txne interval and they 
called this boundary the magnetopause, TIz crowing of the 
magne.to•use occurred at about 18:37 U.T, according to both 
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Fig. la. Total magnetic field data from the Phobos 2 MAGMA 
instrument, obtained during the first elliptic orbit on February 1, 
1989 [Grard eta!., 1989 and Riedler et al., !989] 
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ASPERA and TAUS measurements. The ASPERA results indicate 

that the main ion population inside this planetosphere is O + and 
heavier ions, probably 02 +, CO + etc. The HARP electron meas- 
urements also indicated a noticeable change at about 18:37 U.T., 
going from a highly double peaked to an only slightly double 
peaked distribution. Finally the wave activity also showed a change 
in character;, Grard et al. [1989] indicated that this transition took 
place at about ! 8:42 U.T. and referred to it both as a planetopause 
and magnetopause. However, a change in the wave activity patxem 
at 18:37 was also noted by Sagdeev et al. [1990]. In the mag- 
netosheath broad band electric noise was observed, while inside 
this region :(after 18:37 U.T.) discrete plasma bursts appe•, that 
were interpreted as whistlers by Sagdeer et al., [this issue]. 

At this time there is clearly no agreement on the exact location 
and characteristics of this planetopause/rnagnetopause boundary. 
Furthermore the question whether there is a single or double bound- 
ary and/or if they are permanent features is not resolved. The 
Phobos 2 spacecraft did not penetrate any deeper into the plasma 
envelope of Mars than about 860 kin, which was the periapsis of 
these elliptic orbits. No indication of a transition into the iono- 
sphere of Mars was noted during these orbits; therefore during this 
time period and location the true ionosphere of Mars was cowtrain- 
ed to altitudes below 860 km. On one occasion, during the third 
elliptic orbit, the Langmuir probe detected two isolated patches of 
thermal plasma [Grard et al., 1989], with densities greater than 500 
cm -3, near periapsis. • thermal ion patches•lobs may be 
similar to the ones observed at Venus [Brace et al., 1983] and 
probably even at Titan [Hartle et or., 1982]. 
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Fig. lb. Pro,ton and oxygen ion energy spectra from the Phobos 2 
ASPERA •ent obt• during the first elliptic orbit on 
February 1 1989; the solid and dashed veffical lines show the 
positions of the bowshock and the planeto-pause, as estimated by 
the experimenters [Lundin et al., 1989] 
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Fig. lc. Electron energy spectra from the Phobos 2 HARP '•. 
ment obtained during the first elliptic orbit on Februa• 1, !989;, 
position of the Phobos orbit encounter and the crossing of the 
bowshock and magnetopause, as estimated by the expefime:-mers, 
shown on the figure [Shutte et al., 1989] 

Venus Ionosheath-Boundary/Mantle ObserveohS 

The Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) has provided a great deft 
information about the plasma environment of Venus. The e! 
observations of the Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA) in,,• 
on PVO [Spenner et al., 1980] established the presence of a 
tion region between the ionosheattz/magnetosheath (in early pub•- 
cations the term ionosheath was commonly used, but more •y 
it has been called the magnetosheath) and the iono•re. Spem• 
et al. [ !980] called this transition region the manfie. The obse 
electron energy spectra in the mantle changes gradually from 
which is characteristic of the st-ax:ked solar wire! to an il] •C 
photoelectron one. Spenner et al. [1980] also examined the tarre- 
sponding magnetic field variations and noted that the magnetic 
does undergo a noticeable change as the spacecraft moves across 
the ionosheath-manfle boundary, which they referred to as t/•e 
sheath boundary (ISB). Figure 2 shows the observed vari ,: 
the magnetic field, the low energy (12-40 eV) and "tIerreal" 
electron demities along a specific PVO orbit. 

Observations by the Orbiter Ion Mass SpectromeXer (O,!M$) 
indicated that superthermal, plane• ions are present in the reg• 
"above" the ionopause [Taylor et al., 198!]. The exact ion • 
sition and energy range could not be estab!is!xx! by this '.m.qm- 
ment, which was designed for thermal ion measurements, • 
could clearly esta...blish tie presexx:e of these energized planetary 
ions; it was estimated that these ions have energies 'm the •rar• of 
10 to 90 eV. Taylor et al. [1981] interpreted thi's et•rgefic 
as resulting from a "combination of accelerated ionospheric 
and photoions born in the exosphere". Neither the RPA • .,the 
Orbiter Plasma Analyzer (OPA), which was capable of m•• 
ions with E/Q up to 8000 [Intri•gator et aL, 1980], made q 
tafive measurements of this ion population. Taylor et al. [19811 
found that coincident with these supertt•rmal ions t• low 
quency ac electric fields (100 Hz) were also e •nhanced, m : 
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by the ••r Elecm'c Field Detector (OEFD) [Scarfet aL, 1980]. 
• example of such observations is shown in Figure 3. Scarf et al. 
[1:9•] '•cated • in general they see an abrupt decrease in the 
amplitude of the 100 Hz waves at the ionopause •d they suggest 
•_at • is the result of wave-particle interactohs between whistler 
.•rmx• .waves • ionospheric electrons. 

Prior m the Pioneer Venus Orbimr measurements, we did obtain 

.srme 'mfom•a!Jon on the plasma environment of Venus from the 
Vereaa 9 and 10 observations. Narrow and wide angle plasma 
ar• •yzers provided information on the electron and ion variations 
. .:acmss and'inside the bow shock [Vaisberg et al., 1976b; Gringauz 

eta/,, 1976]. The presence of a region inside the magnetosheath, 
, ••rized by a reduced ion flow velocity and ions of probably 

'plamaary origin was seen by these instmmmts. Gringauz et al. 
[1•61 and Vefi•n et al. [!978] called lifts region the corpuscular 

.•bra • com• it to the ß .terrestrial manfie. In a later paper 
Va/•.sl•rg and Zeleny [1984] called this region the mantle and gave a 
•-•quar•ti•tative explanation for its form•on. They suggested that 
;ptmtoio• a• • i•de the marc barrier and are convected 
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toward the wake as a result of both magnetic pressure gradients and 
magnetic tension. TI• Venem observations were made near and 
beyond the terminator and they most likely correspond to the same 
region as the one c•ed the mantle by the Pioneer Venus experi- 
mentors. 

Discussion 

The observational data base available about the plasma environ- 
merit of Mars and Venus shows significant similarities. The pres- 
ence of a well established bow shock and a magnetosheath region, 
dominated by shocked solar wind plasma populations are clearly 
seen in all the available and relevant data at both planets. The 
various sparaft observations at these two planets have clearly 
shown that there is a .msition region between the magnetosheath 
and the ionosphere. The nature, structure and extent of this region 
appears in a somewhat different maxruer at the two planets during 
the various spacecraft missions. However, these apparent 
differ, we believe, are due to a certain degree to the limited 
data base obtained by the widely varying collection of'msmanents 
carried by the different spacecraft. The similarities at the two 

i) a transition re, on between the magnetosheath and the iono- 
sphere dominated by heavy, planetary ion; 

ii) a transition region in which the electron population is differ- 
ent from both the stgx:ked solar wind and the photoelectron 
ones; 

'fii) magnetic signature(s) near the transition boundary; and 
iv) the presence of low frequency electric waves within the 

t!•mition region. 
It was suggested by Sagdeer eta!. [this issue] that the physics of 

the magnetr•use/planem•use region around Mars is governed by 
those low frequency dectrio fields which are excited by the intex- 
action of cold plane• ions with the shocked solar wind plasma. 
This process results in momentum tr•.sfer from the solar wind to 
the planetary ions and has a characteristic Iert• of about 100 kin; 
this in turn mates a transition region between the solar wind and 
planetary ion dominated regions. Sagdeev et al. [this issue] suggest 
that the escape of planetary ions into the magnem• region is 
caused by aLrbulent diffusion. The diffusion length associated with 
this process was estimated to be a few hundred kilometers, compa- 
rable to the width ofthe boundary region. The frequ•y of these 
waves is limited by the fact • their wavelength needs to be longer 
than the electron Larmor radius. Furthermore it is believed that 

these waves are excited by Cerenkov resonance, oy=k• which 
combined with the previous condition implies that f<100Hz. The 
correstxmding characteristic length for this instability is of the order 
of 200 kin. 

It is quite feasible that that these same physical processes are in 
operation 'm the •tion region of both Mm and Venus, The 
energy source of these waves is the so• wind, therefore the wave 
amp!imdes should be simi• at bo• Mars and Venus despite the 
differences in ion densities. At Mars the wave amplitudes were 
about 20 mV/m, (see Sagdeer eta/., this iss•), which is consistent 
with the values reported by Scarf et al. [1980] for Vmus. A pos- 
sib!e consequence of the above mentioned processes is the appear- 
ance of a high energy t•i 'm the electron • ion mergy spectra; 
such •gh energy tail was seen by the H• [Sbattte et al., 1989] in 
the mrb•eat region around Mars and consis• with the O.RPA 
.observati• in the Venus m .antle [Spenner et al., 19801. 

The suggestion by Vaisberg •nd Ze!eny [19841 that photoi•- 
zation 'm the magnetic barrier, foHowed by contra tow• the 
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tail is responsible for the mantle at Venus is not likely to be appli- 
cable to Mars. The hot oxygen corona around Mars is smaller than 
that around Venus [Nagy and Cravens, 1988] and therefore the 
production rate of plasma, be that by photoionization, charge 
exchange etc., is also reduced significantly in the manfie region. 

We are not insisting here that conditions or the dominant 
physical processes at the two planets are identical. For one thing 
Mars may have a small intrinsic magnetic field, while we know that 
Venus does not have one and therefore the boundary between the 
ionosphere and the transition region may have a different character 
at the two planets. We know that a clear ionopause is present at 
Venus, but no clear and consistera indication of such a boundarsr 
has been seen at Mars. It is still possible that Mars has an iono- 
pause, because the region between about 350 km and 850 km has 
still not been explored. However even if there is no ionopause at 
Mars it is very important to recognize the similarities in the transi- 
tion region and to use consistent terminology for the two planets. 
We believe that appropriate and consistent use of descriptive terms 
is more than an exercise in semantics; it helps to establish and focus 
on the potential similarities in the processes controlling the behavior 
of the respective regions in these planetary environments. The term 
mantle has been used extensively in the past, although planeto- 
sphere has also had wide usage recently. We do not try to recom- 
mend a choice between the various terms which have been used, 

but we feel that it is important to select one and stick to it. 
The only physical mechanisms which have been proposed so far 

to explain the observations in the planetosphere/mant!e regions of 
either Mars or Venus are those of Vaisberg and Zeleny [1984] for 
Venus and Sagdeev et al. [this issue] for Mars. The fact that there 
are significant phenomenological similarities between the Venus 
mantle and the planetosphere of Mars, as summarized in this paper, 
makes the task of coming up with an appropriate model and related 
physical processes difficult. Any theoretical framework which is 
put for, yard to explain the presently available and future data bases 
must address the observed similarities at the two planets. If a 
theory is not capable to achieve that, it must explain the reason(s) 
why and how the two plasma environments are different. 
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